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2021 Bookweek in Lockdown 



Groove and Move: 
A more enthusiastic group of athletes you will not find! The Groove and Move over 50’s training groups
had the highest percentage of attendance across ZOOM sessions, outdoor and return to training. It
seems life starts when you are over 50. 
The challenges of returning to training after a long break were experienced by all. Patience and time
were the key to regaining confidence, strength and fitness ad by the end of the term skills were being
mastered and new ones gained. 
Our Groove and Move Performance Team were happy to be included in the end of year Award event, as
it provided an opportunity to perform their skills in front of a crowd and revel in the applause. Great
fun was had by all. 



Back to training outdoors!

Before we were permitted to train inside, we had to get creative and take our equipment
outside to train and connecrt with our gymnasts in person. October also brought us a lot of
rain which lead to some classes being cancelled.
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What a busy end to 2021 and start to 2022 it has been for the WAG program! The end of the year saw the
WAG gymnasts invited into new training groups for the 2022 season, and many new families invited to
join the WAG Program, however this looked quite different to past years as we began the season with
zoom training before moving into outdoor sessions once restrictions allowed. 

While not the same as face to face classes, zoom was a great opportunity for the gymnasts to interact
with other gymnasts outside their usual training squads. It also gave them an opportunity to engage with
a range of different coaches from the program. Outdoor classes then allowed for the gymnasts to
continue to engage with their coaches and work on their skills with some access to equipment while we
waited to get back into the gym. 

Once we were back training inside it was great to see the gymnasts finally have the opportunity to
engage with their new teammate and coaches in person all together and get back on track with the
gymnastics. Lots of work went into drills and basics to support the gymnasts' progression leading into
the 2022 season. 

WAG Gymnasts First Days Inside the Gym After Lockdown



WAG
November saw the first implementation of the Gymnastics Australia WAG National Physical Testing
Program where the gymnasts participated in strength and flexibility assessments at the club. A team of
coaches worked together to support the gymnasts through each of the tasks and at the completion of the
assessment gymnasts were given feedback on their progress compared with their expected target based
on their current training level. We look forward to seeing the improvements the gymnasts have made
when we implement the follow up assessment later this year. 



WAG
The end of the year the brought the WVGC End of Year Display and Awards Day. While we were unable to have all
the gymnasts participate in this event, it was great to have the gymnasts who were selected for ACT Teams in
2021 come and share their floor routines with the community. We also had the chance for some of our junior WAG
gymnasts to come and share the choreography work they had been doing with the GA End of Year Display Dance.
It was also great to see the new WAG Training leotards on the floor at the showcase for the first time!

The beginning of 2022 has been a busy one for the WAG program, with the gymnasts back in the club and
training in preparation for their upcoming competitions. It has been great to see all their hard work coming
together. The Level 8-10 gymnasts will be the first ones to represent WVGC from the WAG program this year, with
their ACT Competition season beginning on the 6th of March. We look forward to seeing all their hard work
presented on the competition floor and wish the gymnasts the best of luck for these competitions which will act
as qualifying events for the Australian Championships to be held later this year. 

Kaity Reedy
WAG Program Coordinator 
wag@wodenvalley.net
 
WAG at the Display  and Awards Day
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